HORNSEA BURTON AND SKIPSEA FEDERATION MEDIUM TERM PLAN

SUBJECT______Art__________________

Papier mâché hot air balloon and Boat art
OBJECTIVE

To develop ideas

To master
techniques in
sculpture and
paint.

MILESTONE
INDICATORS

Respond to ideas and
starting points.
Explore ideas and
collect visual
information.
Explore different
methods and
materials as
ideas develop.

BASIC ACTIVITIES

ADVANCED ACTIVITIES

DEEP ACTIVITIES

RESOURCES

Children to design the
pattern for their hot
air balloon. Adults
support children in
each step of making
their hot air balloon,
following the steps on
the Help Sheet.

Children to design the
pattern for their hot air
balloon thinking carefully
why they have chosen
the patterns and colours.
They will think about
what they will need to
make it. then create
their hot air balloon.

Children to plan
and design their
hot air balloon and
then to create
their hot air
balloon. Encourage
children to work
carefully with
attention to detail.

Newspaper
PVA glue and water
mixture
Balloons
Vaseline
Paper/plastic cups
String/wool
Tissue paper

Adults to prompt and
remind.

Could children add
other materials to
their balloon?
Children
independent.

Use a combination of
shapes.
Include lines and
texture.
Use rolled up paper,
straws, paper, card
as materials
Use thick and thin
brushes.
Mix primary colours
to make secondary.

Mrs Stokes

Class 2
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Use a combination of
materials that are cut,
torn and glued.
Sort and arrange
materials.
Mix materials to create
texture

Mrs Stokes

Support children in
painting the sky for
their collage painting
and then creating the
sea, using a plastic fork
or similar to create the
waves. Have some precut shapes for the
boat, cut from paper
with different
patterns. Children to
choose which patterns
they would like to use
for boat then stick
down.

Class 2

Children to create the
sky and the sea for
their collage painting.
Provide children with
the Boat Templates
and a variety of papers
with different
patterns on. Children
to cut around the
templates to make
their boat and then
stick onto the painting.

Autumn 2017

As advanced but
children to then cut
out shapes from
patterned paper to
create their boats.
Children could create
several boats of
different sizes for
their artwork.
They could also use
origami to create paper
boats.

Boat Templates
A4 card/paper
Paint and painting
equipment
Plastic forks
Variety of patterned
paper
Tissue paper, glitter,
sequins, etc.

